
 

NLP Tool: Interrupt your pattern 

of beating yourself up verbally 
 

Shut down your inner critic and possibly feel a moment of ecstasy. Interrupt 

your old behaviours of  unwanted self-talk and encode your nervous system 

with a distinctive language of self-love 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Distinctions within each internal representational system (how we internalize 

our experience with our five senses), qualities of our internal representations 

are powerful building blocks of our thoughts. 

How do we recall a past memory or future outcome in our mind’s eye? Take a 

look at the list of distinctive qualities below as the memories and future 

outcomes can tell you where you have locked your power into your nervous 

system. 

At the Mastery Legacy event in Toronto, Tony Robins reminded me of how 

easy we can tap into our power.  We are powerful unconscious strategies that 

feed our nervous system.  Our nervous system is eager to lets us know how to 

interrupt our behavioural patterns that do not serve us.  We simply need to 

pay attention to the location of where we naturally store our powerful 

anchors. The location can be in our bodies or in our physical environment.  

How do we know where the powerful anchors live in us? When innate 

responses to stimuli are processed in bright, loud, near, focused and in colour 

 
“Why didn't I think of this before? Now it’s too late to change.” 
 
“You’ll kill yourself if you try.” 
 
“I'm not as good enough as other  drivers. What's wrong with me?” 
 
STRATEGY:  HOW do I stop the constant chatter from  my inner critic? Strategy of repetitive non- 
confident self-talk often keeps  me in the slow lane of traffic 
 
 
 



memories/outcomes, we know that we have strongly anchored our 

experiences into our nervous system. 

How to illicit  the location  of  your inner critic: "Can you remember a time 

when you totally beat yourself up verbally?  As you remember that time, what 

were the words you first said to yourself?" 

 

Check it out the following quick exercise to 

shut down your inner critic and possibly feel a 
moment of ecstasy. 

Step 1: Imagine that you can hear the sweet words of a loved one speaking to 

you about how sexy you are. Are you hearing those words from your right ear, 

left ear, and sounds from the front of you or behind you? Check the four 

locations separately and see if you can feel/hear/ see the distinctions. Which 

location is more powerful to you? You can say the words out load and you may 

want to keep to groans alive too! Illicit the qualities of this sweet voice. (i.e. 

low voice, soft and slowly spoken, rich tonality - see list of NLP Sub modalities 

common language) 

Ok, if it’s been a while and you can’t seem to hear the music of sweet 

nothings... imagine it!  Pay attention to the tonality, the pitch, slow or fast or 

clarity of the voice. 

Determine which auditory location (front, back, left or right) is your most 

powerful anchor location. 

Step 2: Where does the sound of that inner critic come from?  You know, the 

one that lets you know how much more progress that needs to happen.  

What‘s the latest inner critic observation that has wiped your confidence?  We 

all know something about the inner critic chatter that holds us back. 

 Now invite the inner critic voice to pay a short visit and pay attention to where 

the inner critic’s energy is coming from. Yes, it’s safe to say that the sounds 

may be in your head, or may not be there. Hear the tonality of that voice.  

What words are resonating?  Are the sounds flowing from the front of you or 

the back of you? Left ear or right ear? Check the four locations separately and 



see if you can feel/hear/ see the distinctions of each location. Which location is 

more powerful to you?  

Determine which auditory location (front, back, left or right) is your most 

powerful anchor location. 

 Step 3: Break your state (What is your favourite dessert?) 

 Step 4: Go back to hearing the sweet words of a loved speaking to you about 

how sexy you are. Get back into the state of love and connect to the sounds. 

In your mind’s eye, connect to your power anchor location. 

Now introduce the words your inner critic likes to say to you. You can say them 

out load if you like.  Recall the sweet and sexy voice with all the distinctions 

you had in step one. For example, a low voice that is soft and slowly spoken 

with a rich tonality.   Now alter the sound of the inner critter with the sounds 

of the sweet voice with all your unique distinctions.  Say it out loud and repeat 

a couple of times in the new sweet and sexy voice.  

Your nervous system will thank you for anchoring in new connections that 

delight the soul. After some repetition, your response to your inner critic will 

be wired in to give you lots of pleasure. 

 

List of Distinctions  

(NLP Submodalities common language): 

 

Visual: Near or Far, Bright or Dim, Location, Size of Picture, 

Associated/Dissociated, Focused/Defocused, Focus (Changing/Steady), Framed 

or Unbounded, Movie or Still, Movie (Fast/Normal/Slow), Amount of Contrast, 

3D or Flat, Angle Viewed From, Number of Pictures. 

 

Auditory: Stereo or Mono, Direction, Internal or External, Loud or Soft, Fast or 

Slow, location, Pitch (High or Low), Clarity, Pauses, Cadence, Duration, 

Uniqueness of Sound, Distance from Sound Source. 



Kinaesthetic: Location, Size, Shape, Intensity, Steady, Movement, Duration, 

Vibration, Pressure, Temperature, Weight, and Texture. 

Olfactory: Sweet or Bitter, Pleasant or Unpleasant, location Constant or 

Changing, Internal or External. 

Gustatory: Sweet or Bitter, Pleasant or Unpleasant, Location, Constant or 

Changing, Internal or External. 

Submodality Worksheet 

Visual 1 2 3 4 

B/W or Colour         

Near or Far         

Bright or Dim         

Location         

Size of Picture         

Associated?         

Focused?         

Focus Changing?         

Framed or Panoramic         

Movie or Still         

Movie Speed         

Contrast         

3D or 2D         

Viewing Angle         

Num. of Pictures         

Auditory What sounds are important? 

Location         

Direction         

Int/Ext         

Volume         

Speed         

Pitch         

Tonality         

Timbre         

Pauses         

Cadence         

Duration         



Uniqueness         

Kinaesthetic What feelings are important? 

Location         

Size         

Shape         

Intensity         

Steadiness         

Movement         

Duration         

Vibration         

Pressure/Heat         

Weight         

 


